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Introduction
As part of Dynaversity communication strategy, to enhance the ability of people to see and
appreciate the value and significance of agrobiodiversity in the fields, it is essential to convey
a feeling of really ‘being there’.
Dynaversity communication team has proposed to involve a professional photographer to
produce a 50-pieces photographic portfolio of high quality and artistic pictures shot at
locations significant for DYNAVERSITY’s case studies, experiences and protagonists.
A selection of 40 pictures constitute a portfolio that is going to be used for a range of diverse
products:
- 4 web photostories complemented by 5-min audio stories, to be circulated through
social media, podcast platforms as well specialised and general media websites;
- one travelling photographic exhibition of large printed posters which can be used by
FEDERPARKS, URGENCI, RSR and ECLLD during their public activities. The
exhibition will be subscribed to photo awards of the kind of the World Press Photo or
other international and national photo contests.
- a selection of the pictures will be used to produce a 16-page booklet with
accompanying texts written in a journalistic style with the focus on good practices,
experiences, stories and case studies describing and explaining dynamic seed
systems. The booklet is a .pdf product to be translated in other EU languages to
accompany the photo exhibition and to explain the project during events and training
activities.

The photo exhibition: organization
In order to portraying the communities that experience innovative ways in agriculture,
recovering varieties of plants, creating new ones and promoting new supply chains, six
events across Europe organized by Dynaversity partners, or by other stakeholders part of the
farmers networks that work with the project partners, were chosen as particularly
representative. The photoshootings were taken between July and November 2018 in Italy,
Ireland, France, Spain and Hungary.
The six events portrayed:
● Palio of Wheat of Caselle in Pittari - Campania, Italy (thanks to Associazione Pro
Loco - Caselle in Pittari).
● Meeting for the participatory selection of evolutionary population of SOLIBAM tomato
in the experimental field at Rotonda - Basilicata, Italy (thanks to Pollino National Park
and ALSIA).
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●
●
●
●

Great Irish Garden Open day in Scariff - County Clare, Ireland (thanks to Irish Seed
Savers Association).
Annual meeting of Réseau Semences Paysannes in Casteljaloux - Lot-et-Garonne,
France (thanks to Réseau Semences Paysannes).
XV Andalusian Fair of Agrobiodiversity in Jodar - Andalusia, Spain (thanks to Red de
Semillas).
Looking at legumes through the consumers’ eye, a workshop organized by True
project in Budapest, Hungary (thanks to ESSRG).

The photo exhibition: concept
The exhibition is not organized geographically, to focus more on the thematic issues
underlying Dynaversity projects rather than on the specific characteristics of each location
and experience, although these come into play in the pictures and show the vast array of
diversity within the wide network of actors.
The claim of the exhibition, “Plants, people and the future of our food” has been chosen
for its immediacy that helps visitors and non expert public to understand immediately the
focus and the theme of the exhibition.
The organization of the exhibition is along four thematic areas, to highlight the common
elements underlying the many diverse experiences that are portrayed by the photos:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Knowledge
Innovation
Heritage
Networks

Knowledge indicates knowledge, but also the relationship between farmers and plants, as
part of an environment with certain characteristics and climatic conditions. It is the fruit of
daily observation and experimentation, as a "solitary" experience as well as of sharing
through collective moments. This is true in many situations: cultivating vegetables in a
family-run farm, managing a self-sufficient farm or recalling the ancient practice of hand
harvesting as a cohesive experience for a community.
Those involved in recovering local plant varieties, which were once typical of a given
environment and have then been substituted by uniform varieties, look to the future. They
know that introducing diversity reduces the risks associated with climatic or parasitic
adversities and aims to obtain quality products that open up new markets. They are
protagonists of a strong innovation by becoming experimenters alongside agronomists and
scientists, networking and sharing knowledge, adopting short supply chains and involving
consumers.
The loss of biodiversity in agriculture, or agro-biodiversity, is a serious problem for food
security, the environment and health, worldwide. Therefore the diversity of cultivated plants,
but also of similar wild plants that grow in natural environments, of farm animals and of rural
communities that protect diversity, must be considered as a real heritage to be preserved.
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The creation of networks of farmers, agronomists, scientists, consumers, environmentalists,
seed companies and other actors involved in the management of agrobiodiversity is a
growing phenomenon throughout Europe. The activities of these associations range from
aspects more linked to agricultural practice, such as experimentation aimed at the selection
of plant varieties or the creation of community seed banks, up to public training and
awareness events or direct sales of products.

The professional photographer
Italo Rondinella -- A lawyer by training, Italo Rondinella (www.italorondinella.com) has been
working for about ten years as an independent photographer and filmmaker, producing social
and anthropological reportages. He worked mainly abroad, first in Spain and then in Turkey,
where he currently resides.

The photo exhibition: production
A selection of about 50 photo was yielded from each event. After a first selection of an overall
group of 60 photos, done by the communication team, the editorial committee was involved
in two further rounds of selection and discussion over the final group of photos that constitute
the exhibition.
Forty pictures at very high quality for printing were finally selected, of which 36 were printed
in a format of 30x45 cm and 4 on a bigger format, of 60x90 cm. Print was done on high
quality paper (Fine Art Verona Natural White) and then they were displayed on panels Leger
of 2 cm. A selection of pictures useful for web circulation has also been prepared to give to
Dynaversity partners and the networks and protagonists of the shootings.
A first photographic exhibition, with the title “Dynaversity: crops, people and the future of
food” was premiered in April 2019 in Italy.
Other exhibitions will be organized around Europe with the aim of maximizing the visibility of
the project. The exhibition will also be available for the Dynaversity consortium to be used at
public events, trainings and field days.

The photo exhibition: first public show
On the occasion of the first opening of the “Casa dell’agriobiodiversità” on April 6, 2019,
the new headquarter of Dynaversity partner Rete Semi Rurali (RSR).
For this occasion, a printed poster to be attached at the entrance of the exhibition, with all
credits, and a series of posters to explain in Italian the section of the exhibition have been
designed and printed, as shows in the images below.
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The photo exhibition live: some photos
The exhibition was part of the opening of the Rete Semi Rurali new headquarter in Scandicci,
Florence. Therefore, many people from local, national and international networks took place
and celebrated together with the RSR. Some picture to show the final exhibition and the
people looking at it:
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The photo booklet: a document to better explain the concepts
A selection of the pictures are used to produce a 16-page booklet with accompanying texts
written in a journalistic style with the focus on good practices, experiences, stories and case
studies describing and explaining dynamic seed systems.
The booklet is originally produced in English and will be translated in other EU languages
whenever useful with the help and support by Dynaversity partners.
The booklet should be a tool to make a non expert person understand that: there is
agrobiodiversity and it is important; a different approach from the industrial one is possible;
there are networks of people and associations that work to conserve biodiversity and to
propose sustainable models.
It is not intended merely as a catalog of the exhibition but rather as a more narrative tool that
can be distributed to explain some of the basic concepts animating Dynaversity.
Two specific boxes are focused on the task of explaining the photographic project and the
Dynaversity project itself. The overall text is organized in the same four sections chosen for
the exhibition, to make it more binding and consistent with the selection and use of pictures.
A first draft of the booklet has been produced to be circulated among the editorial committee.
Upon feedback and adjustments, a final design will be applied, consistent with the project
graphic identity, to produce a 16-page final ePub high quality product.
The draft is available at this link:
http://bit.ly/2J5pDh0
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